In vivo experimentation with simian herpesviruses: assessment of biosafety and molecular contamination.
In vivo studies with highly pathogenic viruses prompt concerns regarding the persistence of infectious virus in pathology specimens. Although formalin fixation of tissues may inactivate infectious virus, fixation may also degrade viral nucleic acid and antigens, thereby limiting detection of virus in tissues by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification or immunohistochemistry (IHC). We sought to: 1) assess the rate of inactivation of infectious virus in tissue specimens during formalin fixation, 2) assess IHC recognition of viral antigens and PCR detection of viral DNA after long-term (14 d) formalin fixation, and 3) investigate microtome contamination by DNA carry-over to subsequently sectioned tissues. Infectious baboon herpesvirus HVP2 could be recovered from fresh tissues of infected mice but not those fixed in formalin for >/=24 h. The intensity of IHC staining of viral antigen was unaffected by the duration of formalin fixation. PCR detection of viral DNA was negatively impacted by formalin fixation and/or heat inherent to paraffin processing; however, amplification of very short DNA sequences using real-time PCR was not affected. Lastly, microtome contamination by viral DNA was demonstrated by PCR screening of uninoculated control tissues that were sectioned after sectioning infected tissues. In summary, infectious virus is inactivated after only 24 h of formalin fixation whereas IHC staining remains sensitive in tissues fixed for up to 14 d. Formalin fixation does degrade DNA, but viral DNA can be detected by PCR amplification of very short DNA sequences. In addition, viral DNA can contaminate a microtome knife such that subsequently sectioned uninoculated control tissues exhibit false positive PCR amplification.